
Spring 11v11 GVSD Turf Field Setup Procedures

These setup and takedown can take 20-30 minutes with 4-5 parents helping.
Unfortunately, we can not have the players help out.  Here is the setup procedures for
both fields:

GVSD Lower Turf:

Setup: (if you are the first AC Inspire game of the day)

● Make arrangements with your Director of Coaching to open the gates to the field
and get the turf corner flags from the Stadium ticket office.

● Lacrosse goals need to be removed off the field past the end lines.
● The 11v11 goals will need to be brought on the field.  11v11 goals are located in

the fenced area at the far side of the field.
● The 11v11 goals will need to be carried over the fence and through the middle

gate.  This process takes at least four parents.  Once the goals are past the gate,
they can be rolled on the front wheels.  Please push the goals by picking it up at
the back and pushing it.  This puts less wear and tear on the goals.

● Put at least one sandbag on each goal.
● The corner flags need to be put in place.

Tear down: (if you are the last AC Inspire game of the day)

● Put the 11v11 goals back in the fenced area at the far side of the field.
● Remove the corner flags and make arrangements to return them to the Stadium

ticket office that same day.
● The lacrosse goals will need to be returned to their original locations.
● Lock up all gates at the Lower Turf, whether you opened them or not.

GVSD Stadium Turf:

Setup: (if you are the first AC Inspire game of the day)

● Make arrangements with your Director of Coaching to open the gates to the field
and get the turf corner flags from the Stadium ticket office.

● Lacrosse goals need to be removed off the field past the end lines.
● The 11v11 goals will need to be brought on the field.  11v11 goals are located in

the fenced area at the far end side of the field.



● The 11v11 goals will need to be carried over the fence and through the middle
gate.  This process takes at least four parents.  Once the goals are past the gate,
they can be rolled on the front wheels.  Please push the goals by picking it up at
the back and pushing it.  This puts less wear and tear on the goals.

● Put at least one sandbag on each goal.
● You will need to tie up the lacrosse barrier netting to allow corner kicks to be

kicked.  Get at least 8 zip ties from your Director of Coaching.  Disconnect the
barrier netting at the bottom three poles nearest the corner flags.  They use the
zip ties to hold up the net above the height of a player.

● The corner flags need to be put in place.

Tear down: (if you are the last AC Inspire game of the day)

● Put the 11v11 goals back in the fenced area at the far end side of the field.
● Put the lacrosse barrier netting back to its original installation for lacrosse.
● Remove the corner flags and make arrangements to return them to the Stadium

ticket office that same day.
● The lacrosse goals will need to be returned to their original locations.
● Lock up all gates at the Stadium, whether you opened them or not.


